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Script (lnter)play: 
Collaborating on Performance 
Compositions 
DON LAPLANT and SUSANN SUPRENANT 
A t the 1999 Northwest Drama Conference, a group of graduate stu-dents from the University of Oregon I held a two-part presentation/ workshop entitled "Script (lnter)play." On the first day we described 
the technique and perfonned an example; on the second day we led partici-
pants through the process of creating their own Script (lnter)play which 
they performed at the dose of the workshop. The response we received 
from participants encouraged us to recount our process in this article. 
Script (lnter)play is the name we have given to a developing technique 
which combines elements of improvisation, performance art, and text 
deconstruction. Our method grew out of a desire to collaborate with other 
theatre artists while emphasizing the process of creation over material-rich 
theatrical production. While all ofus continue to work in some capacity on 
full~cale, polished productions, we also value the chance to participate in 
"poor" theatre without concern for budgets and lengthy rehearsal schedules. 
We have found Script (Inter)play useful for collaborating to create per-
formance compositions as well as a valuable rehearsal tool with classroom 
applications. Script (Inter)play is closer to what is often termed performance 
art than the performance of a "play." We call our pieces performance com-
positions2 to emphasize the putting together of parts or elements to form a 
whole. These various elements are generated through collaborative brain-
storming and rehearsal but are. ultimately composed, that is, written and 
directed. At times one or two members have taken primary responsibility 
for writing; directing responsibilities are shared by the group members. 
Before describing our work in more detail, the following definitions will 
begin to explain the process. 
Don La Plant and Susann Suprenant are Ph.D. candidates in the Department of Theatre Arts, 
Univenity of Oregon. 
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2 l.APLANT and SUPRENANT 
Script-traditionally thought of as a dramatic work by a single author; in 
this case, the outline or score of a performance piece. After exploring many 
ideas and materials in rehearsal, we compose a working outline of events 
which is then further revised. The script develops as a record of what is 
chosen for performance. It is not the starting point in rehearsal, as is often 
the case in a standard playscript rehearsal, but rather a scenario to be fol-
lowed during performance. 
Inter-"between, among, mutually, reciprocally." This reflects our rehearsal 
and performance philosophy and is also an acronym which outlines our 
process. We place the prefix in parentheses to highlight its importance. 
'T' is for improvisation, both as standard exploratory theatre exercises 
and also in the sense of making~o with the materials one finds at hand. 
"N" is for non-___ , where the blank is filled in variously depending 
on our current concerns or interests. Some examples we have used are non-
linear or non-hierarchical. 
"T" is for text, in the sense of"words" as well as "theme or topic." Literal 
text can be either dramatic or non-dramatic. Even the most unlikely sources 
of text can be performed, such as instructions for operating a toaster. In the 
other sense of the word, remembering the Latin root for text meant to weave, 
to constroct, we think of text as a thematic thread weaving through a piece 
rather that the piece itself. 
"E" is for environment. Where, when, and for whom we will perform helps 
to determine what and how we perform. Standard theatre space and tech-
nology is not necessary. What may appear to be environmental limitations 
generate performance possibilities. 
And finally, "R" is for resou-n:es. Production based theatre tends to rely on 
the resources of time and money. In our view of the term, however, resources 
can include found objects and, most importantly, the abilities and interests 
of the performers. Each of the members of our collaborative group bring 
with them varied experiences and expertise and these are our primary ma-
terials. 
Play-This word is one with many definitions, all of which apply to the 
creation of performance: "Free movement within limits; sport, frolic, en-
gage in games; take part in; a dramatic piece." 
In developing our two most recent pieces, our group found it useful to 
address the two primary aspects of performance composition independently, 
separating the performance elements (i.e. the Resources, Environment, and 
Text) from the compositional elements (the Imprnv and Non-____ ). 
Since our final performances consist of the selective, structured arrange-
ment of the raw materials discovered and developed in the rehearsal pro-
cess, we find it useful to work backwards though the INTER acronym. We 
stan by compiling a list of performed actions or events, the elements which 
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are then revised, expanded and ultimately structured into the working out-
line that becomes our composed script. 
Performance Elements 
Resources 
We begin by brainstorming and creating an inventory of our resources, 
including both the "subject" resources (i.e., the physical and intellectual 
attributes of our performers) and the "'ol!ject" resources (i.e., concrete items 
and architectural features of our performance space). Since the members 
of our group were colleagues with a history of collaborative effort, we began 
our creative process with a fairly extensive knowledge of each other's back-
grounds and skills. For companies whose members are less familiar with one 
another (as was the case at our Northwest Drama Conference workshop), 
we recommend an extended "getting-to-know-you" conversation where the 
members are able to introduce themselves and discuss their skills and inter-
ests. The goal is to determine what special skills or talents the group can 
include in its performance arsenal. For example, are any of the performers 
musically proficient as composers, lyricists, vocalists or instrumentalists? Have 
they had any specialiied movement training, such as dance, gymnastics, martial 
arts or mime? Are any of the performers experienced jugglers, magicians, 
puppeteers or clowns? Can they do any convincing ( or entertaining) celeb-
rity or animal impressions? What, in short, can they do? 
Perhaps more important than the question "What can they do?" is the 
question "What do they want to do?" The introductory discussion should 
also give group members the opportunity to discuss their own intellectual 
and emotional resources. What are their interests, experiences, affinities 
and goals? AJ:e there personal or social issues they are particularly interested 
in exploring in performance? Are there performance modes or styles they 
are eager to experiment with? AJ:e there other productions, performers or 
groups they are drawn to or inspired by? If so, what aspects or qualities of 
these inspiring performances do they wish to capture in their own perfor-
mance? The desires, inspirations, and interests of the company members 
are at the foundation of the creative work to be done in the development 
process. 
Beyond the skills and interests of the performers, however, there is an· 
other set of valuable resources which easily may be overlooked. Body types 
and demographic features of the members individually and as a group can 
be very useful, expressive resources. Consider what the performers' physical 
bodies can say or mean in performance. Are there, among the company, 
any extremes in height, weight, age or physical strength which may be used 
to communicative advantage? Does the group demonstrate diversity in race, 
gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity or physical (dis)ability which may be 
employed in expressive or symbolic ways in a performance? (If not, might 
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the lack of diversity be expressive in itself?) What makes the performers 
unique or remarkable? What can the bodies of the performing subjects say 
when considered as physical objects? 
The objects of conventional theatrical production-props, costumes, 
scenery, lighting equipment-should also be numbered among the resources 
of Script (Inter)play, though our group has consciously worked to avoid the 
spectacle, expense and visual clutter common in traditional, material-rich 
theatre. We begin by determining what is available to us and then deciding 
what is essential to us. We ask, what items already exist in our performance 
space, and how may they be used in performance? What costume, set or • 
prop pieces can company members provide without incurring expense? 
Evocative items brought to rehearsal by performers can often be explored 
improvisationally in rehearsal to generate performance material or catalyze 
creative interaction. The question becomes, how can we use this item? What 
can we do with it, or what does it make us do? Similarly, simple equipment, 
such as a tape recorder, video camera or overhead projector, may broaden 
( or create) performance options if made available during the rehearsal process. 
The performance space itself may yield a number of interesting possi-
bilities, especially if it is a space not originally intended to be a theatre. Con-
sider how the architectural features of your presentation space may be used 
in performance. Are there doors, windows, levels, steps, columns, tables, 
chairs, mirrors or nooks that provide interesting staging opportunities? If 
you are performing outdoors, are there trees, paths, knolls, slopes, depres-
sions or water sources you can incorporate? Whether indoors or out, how 
can the natural, non-theatrical lighting be used theatrically? Are there any 
interesting acoustical features? Can you produce an echo, for instance? Are 
there any particularly resonant objects or any surfaces or textures which 
could be used to create interesting percussive sounds? Think of the perfor-
mance space as a collaborator in the creative process and ask what it can 
contribute to the piece. 
Environment 
The architectural and/ or topographical aspects of a performance space 
are one part of a broader area of consideration in Script Inter(play). The 
term "environment" in our acronym extends beyond the physical location 
to include notions of occasion, audience and performance intention. We 
believe it is imperative in developing performance compositions to consider 
the Who, What, When, and Why of the event along with the Where. 
The development of the piece would ideally be grounded in an under-
standing or expectation of who will be in the audience, and what their rela-
tionship to the performers will be. Will there be any built-in sense of com-
munity or common ground on which the performer-spectator interaction 
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may be based? What traits or experiences are shared among the performers 
and spectators? Are there issues or events that may be considered part of a 
common public consciousness within the community formed at the perfor-
mance? Is the performance, for instance, pan of a larger event such as a 
conference, a class, a political rally or a civic celebration? Does the site of 
the performance itself carry with it any potential semiotic significance? (A 
performance in a prison assembly hall, for instance, is likely to differ in 
some meaningful way from a performance of the same script at the ribbon-
cutting ceremony for a new suburban shopping mall.) 
The combination oflocation and occasion can often help determine or 
clarify a final environmental consideration: the intention of the performance. 
Live performance engenders a sense ofimmediacy and community that film 
and television can never achieve; theatre pieces composed for a specific, 
known audience or event can further capitalize on this immediacy and com-
munity. Why is the group performing? To borrow a question familiar to many 
student actors, "What is their motivation?" Can they express the goal of their 
production as an active verb? ls the performance intended to instruct the 
audience? To inspire them? To denounce an injustice? To incite a riot? To 
empower? To heal? To celebrate? To raise consciousness? A dearly articu-
lated intention will help give focus to the rehearsal process, suggest an over-
all tone for the piece and pr9vide an evaluative criteria to use in selecting 
and arranging mate1ial. 
Text 
Knowing what you want your production to do, of course, helps shape 
what you want your production to say. Though the goal of Script (lnter)play 
is not the mere presentation ( or re-presentation) of extant texts, we believe 
that borrowed texts, especially those that have been judiciously chosen and 
artfully deconst.mcted, can be a valuable component of a multi-faceted per-
formance piece. After discussing the interests of the company, considering 
the environment of the performance and identifying a performance inten-
tion, company members should be encouraged to create or find relevant or 
provocative selections of text to add to the growing pool of raw materials. 
Traditional dramatic literature is one place to look, but interesting, performable 
text can be found in sources as diverse as poetry, narrative fiction, songs, 
newspapers, archival documents, historical accounts, speeches, laws, com-
mercial and industrial copy and u-anscribed interviews. The final text of a 
Script In ter(play) can be developed improvisationally, written by one or more 
company members or culled from any number of extant sources, but it is 
important to remember that care should be taken to adhere faithfully to 
copyright infringement laws, regardless of whether admission will be charged 
for the performances. Borrowed text should only be incorporated into the 
production if it is in the public domain, or if appropriate permission has 
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been granted by the holder of the copyright. These imponant provisos, while 
they may appear quite limiting, still leave a wealth of material available for 
use. 
It can be helpful, also, to consider that texts need not be spoken by the 
performers to be effective in performance. P1inted materials distributed 
among the audience, placards, banners, words written on chalkboards or 
mechanically projected on a screen can become an integral part ofa varied 
performance as can pre-recorded text or impromptu speech elicited from 
audience members. Similarly, as many forms of traditional Asian theatre 
demonstrate, well-defined and repeated gestural language can develop a • 
powerful semiotic resonance. This sort of physical vocabulary may serve as a 
silent text which can complement or even replace spoken language in a 
performance. 
Composition Elements 
The introductory brainstorming and inventory process is only the first 
step in creating a Script (Inter)play. Once the raw materials and givens of 
the performance (the Resources, Environmentand Text) have been consid-
ered and cataloged, the composition process begins in earnest. The resources 
and texts are explored and experimented with, ideas are uied out, material 
is evaluated, sorted, added or discarded, and the raw materials are ultimately 
structured into a final performance script. It is in this second phase of the 
Script (Inter)play process that the "Non-_" and "Improvisation" come into 
play as principles to guide the rehearsal and performance-structuring pro-
cess. 
Non-__ 
Thinking in terms of "Non- " is very important to the philosophical, 
political and aesthetic principles shared by our company members. As graduate 
students and theatre-makers we are committed to experimenting, explor-
ing, and learning new ways of working. As such, we attempt to interrogate 
and challenge the received precepts of theatre-making which, though habit, 
tradition or institutional inertia, have been passed on to us as unquestioned 
conventions and mandatory practices. "Non-___ " is a built-in inocula-
tion against the potential limitations of "this-is-the-way-we've-always-done-
it." By defining a list of "non-___ s," we strive to overcome artistic stagna-
tion and challenge ourselves to explore novel means of expression. By outlining 
a list of things we wish to avoid (or deprive ourselves of) we force ourselves 
to think creatively rather than reflexively, falling back on time-worn, cliched 
approaches. 
We find it helpful, therefore, early in the rehearsal process, to ask "What 
do we want to avoid, resist, challenge, subvert or do without?" What aspects 
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of theatrical production have the group members found troublesome on an 
aesthetic, ethical, political or philosophical level? What conventions of the-
atre have they taken issue with or found to be out-moded? Do you consider 
the traditional Director-as-leader-of-the-production-team model of theatri-
cal production to be patriarchal or frustratingly hierarchical? If so, make 
"Non-patriarchal" production one of your production goals. Do you want to 
create "non-violent" theatre? Do you want to attempt an entirely "non-ver-
bal" production? Non-elitest? Non-sexist? Non-heterosexist? Non-ethnocentrist? 
Non-fiction? Non-linear? Non-moralistic? Put simply, the task is to define 
clearly what you want to eliminate from your creative process and product. 
Improvisation 
Improvisational exercises and principJes·are applied to the Script (lnter)play 
process in three distinct ways: as a means of discovering raw material to be 
further developed in rehearsals; as a physical method of generating staging 
ideas and structuring the performance script; and, as an over-arching set of 
principles which sets a collaborative, open atmosphere throughout the process. 
The exercises we have used in rehearsal are too varied and extensive to 
describe within the scope of this article; they come from a number of sources, 
many of which are familiar to theatre students and teachers from basic act-
ing texts and classroom experiences. Though the exercises themselves vary 
greatly, the basic, underlying principles of improvisation are considered fairly 
stable. Our group adopted as general collaborative principles the four basic 
"rules" of improvisation as expressed by Melanie Moseley, a company mem-
ber with years of professional experience in performing and teaching im-
provisation. Moseley's rules of improv, which draw heavily from the work of 
Keith Johnstone and Viola Spolin, are summarized below: 
(I) Say Yes/ Accept Offers-accepting the situation, idea or suggestion 
of a fellow collaborator opens up creative possibilities; whereas, rejecting 
the offer without trying it only leads to a dead end. 
(2) Two Heads are Better than One-by working together, ideas can 
build and grow upon one another; whereas, stubbornly refusing to give room 
for a different idea ("being married to your own idea") decreases the cre-
ative potential of the group. 
(3) Talk 20% of the Time, Listen 80% of the Time-good collaborators 
listen to one another; bad collaborators monopolize the discussion and close 
down the creative flow of ideas. 
( 4) Don't Self-Censor-let yourself follow your impulses rather than let-
ting devoting a large portion of your psyche to the insecure, hyper-critical 
judge who blocks ideas before they have a chance to be tried. 
These rules ( even in this grossly simplified explanation) are valuable not 
only as suggestions for improving improvisatory performances but also as 
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principles applicable to collaborative work in the rehearsal hall. The Script 
(Inter) play approach demands a collaborative environment, where all group 
members contribute to the creative process, and where no single member 
has ultimate authority. The final script is a collective effort which incorpo-
rates divergent ideas and elements, the arrangement of which must be agreed 
upon by all performers. As such, compromise, negotiation and peaceably 
resolved aesthetic differences are an essential part of the process. The prin-
ciples of improvisation help keep the collaborative themies working in practice. 
The following are two examples ofhow our group has put Script (Inter) play 
into practice. • 
Sorrows End 
Our group was invited to perform at a colloquium held by the University 
of Oregon English Department in the Fall of 1998. Because of our previous 
work with non-dramatic text, we had been offered the challenge to "per-
form" a Shakespearean sonnet at this gathering of English faculty and stu-
dents in the browsing room of the library. We decided to use Sonnet Thirty 
which ends with the phrase "sorrows end." This became our title and our 
theme. 
The poem triggered a number of ideas/ memories about loss and friend-
ship, fears, ghosts and longing. Through discussion and improvisation we 
compiled our materials. We outlined a rotation of personal "death" stories, 
repeated bits of Sonnet 30 sung to the tune of an Irish folksong, mono-
logues based on the characters from Long Days }<mmey Into Night and tele- . 
phone answering machine instructions. With only three hours available to 
rehearse, we went through our "script," made a few adjustments and sugges-
tions for stronger movement choices and were ready to perform. 
The performance space was a long and narrow lecture hall, with a center 
aisle, bay windows on one side of the seating, and bookshelves that jutted 
into the performance space. By theatre standards, the space had many diffi-
culties. Our performance, however, was designed to incorporate the envi-
ronment, so we highlighted the "quirks" of the room in our staging. (For 
example, the window boxes became a "madhouse" for one of the characters). 
Advice to the Players 
Our group devised this piece as a practical example to be presented as 
part of our Script (Inter )play workshop sessions at the 1999 Northwest Drama 
Conference. We knew our presentation would be in a carpeted conference 
room with movable chairs and tables, so we incorporated into our perfor-
mance the re-arrangement of the furniture into an acting space, as well as a 
significant amount of movement that involved rolling and sitting on the 
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carpeted floor. We had a CD player and a single disc and a collection of 
classical pieces and jazz standards which was to serve as underscore music 
for certain portions of the performance. 
All of our group members are graduate students with extensive acting, 
directing and teaching experience. Since we anticipated that our audience 
at the conference would be composed almost exclusively of theatre students 
and teachers, we chose to base our performance around what we imagined 
would be common theatre education experiences. We interwove some of 
our favorite theatre classroom exercises and games with bits of advice bor-
rowed from diverse sources ranging from a Dellsarte text to Keith Johnstone 
to fundamental precepts of martial arts training. We incorporated audience 
interaction sections, playing off the assumptions that everyone in the room 
(in fact, most everyone at the conference) had a solid working 'knowledge of 
Shakespeare's Hamlet and were likely to join in on most any theatre game we 
invited them to participate in. 
We wanted our piece to serve not only as an example of Script (Inter)play 
in performance but also to. share the sense of fun and play that initially 
attracted us to theatre. We wanted to create a non-narrative, largely i:ion-
verbal piece that incorporated a sense of our who we are as individual the-
atre artists without losing track of what we have in common. By doing so, we 
hoped we could celebrate the joy, creative fervor and sense of community 
the conference instilled in us and to inspire our colleagues in the field to 
develop their own creative, collaborative projects. 
The second day of the workshop provided the opportunity for us to see 
the type of creative projects we hoped to inspire. The second session of the 
workshop drew a smaller crowd but all were highly committed to creating 
and performing within the approximately o.ne hour time limit. We gave a 
quick outline of Script (lnter)play for the newcomers and reviewed our rec-
ommended steps to create a performance piece. The participants were di-
vided into smaller groups of five which then set about "working backwards." 
We checked in with the groups and facilitated some discussion. The groups, 
however, were working quite well together, so we set to work creating our 
own piece. Although we didn't ultimately perform, our rehearsing simulta-
neously with the other groups served to model the Script (lnter)play pro-
cess. 
After group warm-ups and a thirty minute creation/rehearsal period, 
two groups performed their Script (lnter)play pieces. Although the prepa-
ration time was minimal, both groups gave fascinating performances which 
reflected the "drama-conference" environment with humor and insight. The 
first group found such eclectic resources as: someone had recently performed 
in Annie, someone else knew all of Barbra Streisand's songs; one group member 
discovered the conference room carpet was a movable rug rather than wall-
to-wall carpeting as expected; the room occupancy signs struck the group as 
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simple to memorize yet provocative. Their piece, which included movement, 
singing and chanting, and impromptu shoe-puppets, became a sort of ode 
to the lack of personal space suffered by conference participants combined 
with the paradoxical increase in intimacy and knowledge. 
The second group, who began their rehearsal by introducing one an-
other, were anxious about the limited rehearsal time. They hit upon the fact 
that in examining one another's conference name tags, they had already 
established a movement pattern and a text. They decided to look no further 
than their own names and "person." Since they had sat in a circle to begin 
their introductions, the group decided to use that as their starting position • 
and move in and out of a circle during the piece. In performance, they 
expanded from "introducing" one another and requested and exchanged 
name tags. Some bartered with personal items from their pockets. Dramatic 
conflict emerged when some refused their tags or attempted to collect sev-
eral. The piece aptly commented on the level of "sharing" that conference 
participants are asked to take part in. The quest for names seemed to high-
light both the superficiality of casual greetings and the underlying sacred-
ness of one's "own" name. Related ideas surfaced such as creating a "name" 
for oneself and historical differences regarding gender and "taking" a name. 
In the debriefing following the performances, the groups talked a bit 
about their process and discoveries. The response to the Script (lnter)play 
process was overwhelmingly positive. Many participants were inspired to use 
the approaches discussed and practiced in the workshop sessions to develop 
pieces of their own, when they returned from the conference. Others ex-
pressed an interest in the potential classroom and rehearsal-hall applica-
tions of the Script (lnter)play methods. The success of the performances 
created by workshop participants after only thirty minutes of rehearsal en-
couraged us to continue working on applications of the Script (Inter)play 
approach. 
In conclusion, our work with Script (Inter) play grew out of an interest in 
performance art and the desire for creative collaboration. A major focus of 
our work has centered on exploring notions of spectator communities as a 
way to generate performance events which do not rely on material-lich pro· 
duction values but, rather, respond to the immediacy of the performance 
potential. Most recently, we have expanded our use of this technique in the 
rehearsal of existing dramatic texts to help student actors move beyond a 
realistic acting style. 
Since the workshop presentation, members of our group have contin-
ued to develop skills which can be used as subject resources in future Script 
(lnter)play collaborations. One of our members has become increasingly 
involved in Akido and stage combat training, while others have further ex-
plored children's theatre or received Viewpoints training. Thus, as our re-
sources continue to evolve, our Script (lnter)play work changes as well. One 
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of our primary goals for the coming year is to focus on pedagogical applica-
tions of devising and presenting performance compositions in our Intro-
duction to Theatre and Theatre History courses. 3 As theatre practitioners 
and educators, we look forward to learning more about collaboration and 
performance and believe that Script (Interplay) will help us do so. 
Notes 
1. The group consisted of the authors of the present article plus Jonathan Cole, Loe! Hannon 
and Melanie Moseley. The group was assisted in the presentation by Elisa Mo,....ison, an 
undergraduate student also for the University of Oregon. 
2. Performance compositions are sometimes refe,....ed to as 0 devised theatre.• 
3. See our forthcoming article, "Script (Jnter)play in the Theatre Arts Classroom." 
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A Thought on Pacing: Slow Down, 
We Move Too Fast! 
EDWARD K. BOWEN 
After viewing a recent production of Hamkt at Portland Center Stage, my primary criticism of the performance was with the pace. How-ever, it was not with how "slow" the production was, but, instead with 
the way the actors moved through words, ideas, whole passages with nary a 
pause for reflection or contemplation. "To be or not to be" was delivered 
with the emotional weight of a bingo caller. While there is certainly a sense 
of gathering momentum to any tragedy, this production, along with many I 
have witnessed recently, seemed to be all about speed. From farce to trag-
edy, high comedy to low melodrama, dialogue, scenes, acts and whole plays 
fly along as though entered in some Guinness attempt at running time. It is 
for this reason I feel it necessary to "pause" a moment and explore (for 
myself, as well as others) the problems of pace, of why we feel the need to 
rush, and of how we might better illuminate and savor the moments of high 
drama. 
Any discussion of pace is, at best, an ambiguous one. As James Thomas 
states in his book on Script Analysis, "Timing, speed, pace, tempo, and rhythm 
are five different, but related concepts. They have no precise definitions in 
the theatre." They are, admittedly, extremely subjective, but nevertheless, 
they are critical to engaging and holding an audience. Thomas sees pace as 
"the spectator's or director's subjective perception of speed emotionally." It 
is this emotional aspect of pace that seems most important, and, today, the 
one which seems most often overlooked. 
What is emotional pace? By the nature of its being emotional, it must 
initially lie in the characters and their complex relationships to each other 
and to the circumstances. But beyond the characters in the world of the 
play, the sense of pace really comes from the degree of emotional connec-
tion between performers and spectators. As Thomas notes, pace is "the 
spectator's or director's" perception of emotional speed. The director, alone 
in a darkened auditorium tries to gage the ideal emotional speed for the 
Edwai-d K. Bowen is Associate Professor of the Deparunent of Perfonning_and Fine A..-is, 
University of Portland, Oregon. 
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anticipated audience. The audience then confirms or disagrees with the 
director's perceptions given its sense of connection. It is in this ability to 
judge the level of emotional engagement of the audience that directors ap-
pear to have lost a trust in the material, the actors, or their audience. The 
consequence is that, too often, emotional engagement seems to have been 
sacrificed for the intense exhilaration of speed. 
If, from my perspective, the problem has become one of productions 
seeming to gather speed as they progress, the question then, seems to be 
why we as directors feel the need to continually push the pace? Have we 
ourselves lost patience with the· gradual unfolding of events? Have we come 
to distrust our audience's ability to stay engaged? Do we feel a sense of panic 
when a production's running time reaches 3 hours? Why do we seem to 
sacrifice careful exploration of feeling for rapid acceleration of pace? There 
are doubtless many answers, but I believe that subconsciously we have al-
lowed ourselves to be deeply affected by the world around us. 
Perhaps the biggest influence on theatre artists and pacing is film. Much 
of the film we see is about giving audience members more and faster experi-
ences. Not only are we literally being wisked away atan ever-increasing speed, 
but even the images we are given change more rapidly. Fixed camera angles 
have grown so short that it is remarkable we don't fall victim to motion sick-
ness from the never-ending variety of perspectives. Exhilarating-maybe, 
moving-hardly. Film can take us dose up, but it rarely trusts itself or us to 
linger there and experience the emotion of a human being thinking or 
feeling deeply. When a film director does trust the camera at rest, it be-
comes very powerful. Not surprising! Silence works in very much the same 
way. So much emphasis has been placed on film scoring, that the "silent 
film" moment has a renewed sense of power. It is the rare director who will 
trust that silence. We must continue to remember that silence and stillness 
are very much the stuff of drama, and we must trust that power. I believe it is 
the best of what we are. 
Additionally, we live now in a day-to-day world that is all about speed. We 
tap our foot waiting for the computer to boot up or to connect to the next 
internet page. Speed dialing, microwave dinners, fast airline check-in, all of 
it is about how little time we will have to use. It is about how quickly we can 
move on to the next fast, but meaningless experience. With the emphasis 
on speed comes the increased discomfort in standing still. We become less 
patient being stuck in traffic or stuck in line. We must be constantly moving 
forward. Silence and stillness mean that nothing is happening. We in the 
theatre know that much of what is dramatic lies in silence; we know the 
power of the figure saying "Let's go," and not moving. We have been trained 
to recognize that if a moment is active, is "filled," that it stands on its own, 
silent or not. However, the world around us continually leads us to dis-
trust what we know is true. That silence can be filled by the spectators' 
response to it. 
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For a more concrete discussion of this admittedly abstract and subjective 
notion of pace, let me return briefly to this fall's Portland production of 
Hamlet. It was a clear telling of the Hamlet story. I don't know how much was 
edited for the 3 hour and 15 minute production, but I do know there was no 
lack of energy in the production. Hamlet was an imposing, intense figure 
who, from the first, attacked the role and his circumstances. I was, for the 
most pan, engaged. Being somewhat sensitive to pace lately, I was aware; 
however, that what I was feeling was not really the engagement of the dra-
matic; it was the engagement of the activity. 
When I say the engagement of the dramatic, I refer to those powerful • 
times when we are drawn further into the world of the play. We are caught 
up in all the aspects of the moment: the characters, with their desires and 
fears, and the situation, with all its potential and danger. The engagement 
of the dramatic is the emotional harvest that we reap from both characters 
and circumstances. 
The engagement of activity, on the other hand, is little more than the 
stimulation that comes from something such as a car chase. Along for the 
ride, we are exhilarated by the sheer speed and the inherent sense of dan-
ger that speed produces. Perhaps we are even dazzled by the dexterity of the 
driver in manipulating the twists and turns along the way. With the car chase, 
however, we eventually want to slam on the brakes, get out and take a mo-
ment to breathe and get our bearings. With the dramatic, we don't want the 
ride to end. We hope it will go on and on. A$ we gain a greater understand-
ing and empathy for the characters we want to stay with them. We, in fact, 
are saddened when the ride is over. 
My intent here is to remind us of that engagement of the dramatic. It is 
to urge us all to reinvestigate and even exploit those powerful moments that 
only the theatre can give us. It is to implore each of us to work to draw our 
audience in and not fear that we will lose them in a moment of silence. 
These ideas, I know, are basic to the theatre, but antithetical to contempo-
rary life. Sometimes, we need to be minded of these fundamental truths. 
When I teach Directing I, I am reminded of many basics that are paramount 
to mounting a production. I find those reminders healthy and reinvigorat-
ing, but they are often forgotten in the rush to put a production before an 
audience. 
I believe the same can be said for our sense of pace. Let's realize the 
power of what we offer to an audience. Let's sense those monumental mo-
ments·for characters, those emotional crossroads that are worthy of pause, 
of stillness. The drama is in the moment, however brief, that exists just prior 
to a decision. In those moments of silence lie the fateful choices, the new 
discoveries and the unexpected reflections. That is the power of the drama. 
That is an "emotional pace" that needs to be slowed down, savored, and 
shared with an audience, so they may enter that moment with us. That is the 
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power of real emotional engagement. It is an audience right in the seat 
beside us, perhaps with one hand on the wheel, sharing the journey. It is not 
dragging them along, holding on for dear life, afraid at the next tum they 
will simply have to let go from sheer exhaustion. Or worse, we will whip to 
the left or right, ejecting them from their seat and never even miss them. 
Let's trust our audience to settle back ·and enjoy the journey. It is our job to 
make sure we have an engaging itinerary, and that those dramatic vistas are 
pointed out and relished. It is our job to ensure that when the audience 
leaves us, it is smiling-"that was 3 hours? It felt like 3 minutes!" 
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Metaphor within the Method: 
The Scenography of the Group Theatre 
SCOTIDAHL 
The Group Approach 
A rt and design are difficult to define. Some suggest art is the practice of technique and style to create objects of beauty, while design re-mains its functional cousin. Yet, art and design share both stylistic 
and functional characteristics. It is the individual artist or the designer who 
chooses his/her intent. For many, artistic responsibility includes presenting 
issues and depicting points of view. In 1931 a theatrical collective formed in 
New York City and adopted the name the Group Theatre. The Group The-
atre felt this responsibility and took it upon itself to champion a style of 
drama previously unknown to the American Stage. Behind this work are the 
lives and work of a few talented designers who remain undiscovered by the 
fascination of more recent generations. 
The Group developed a unique style of presentation aside from their 
well known acting method and political agenda. The depth of meaning ex-
ecuted in the scenography of the Group is little known. The set designs were 
as important to their productions as any other element presented. Lee Strasberg 
was among the few whom later acknowledged the importance of Group staging. 
A lot of aspects of the Group are misunderstood. The Group actually set a style, 
not a fixed style, but a certain basic approach to the treatment of reality on stage 
not only in acting but also in production. Max Gorelik and to some extent Boris 
Aronson, of course, were very instrumental in that aspect of the work. Especially 
Max, who had ideas of his own and who could contribute what he had to offer. 
He was really in a sense the Group designer. He had as much to do with creating 
the vision of the play on stage as any of us, and his role and that of design gen er· 
ally in the Group has not had enough attention paid to it. 
After proper investigation, it seems inexcusable to allow the Group their 
great role in American Theatre history without allowing the visual impor-
tance of their staging its rightful place along side their acting, directing and 
content. 
Scott Dahl is Visiting Professor of the Department of Theatre Al'!$, University of Idaho. 
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The designers were among the best of their day. Max Gorelik designed 
eleven Group productions, Boris Aronson four and Donald Oenslager three. 
Robert Edmond Jones, Cleon Throckmorton, Watson Barrett, Paul Morrison, 
and Herbert Andrews designed single Group sets. Gorelik and Aronson 
designed the lion's share of Group productions including the better-known 
and more successful designs. Of the others, only Throckmorton's set for 
House of Ccn'/1,!ly can be considered of importance. Both Jones and Oenslage1~ 
two of the most successful designers in our history, were ineffective with the 
Group. Designing for the Group was not an easy task. Gorelik and Aronson 
developed a collaborative relationship with the Croup ensemble. Most of 
their settings showed an intimacy and accuracy far beyond realism. To quote 
Clurman, "A look not only realistic, but accepted as real.» He was referring 
to a metaphorical sense of realism. Fractured or minimal, the designs of 
these two young men communicated an inner reality of the play which spoke 
to the Group's own unified vision. 
The 1930's featured a favorite style of the Communist Party: Social Real-
ism, a type of socialist naturalism. The imagery was to present truth; that is, 
the ugly truth of class reality. The Group adapted this style for its artistic 
merits: inherent metaphorical imagery. The Groups' best success can be 
seen through this realism. It was well suited to the art and consciousness of 
Odets, Gorelik and Aronson. In this vein, the leftist theatre and the little 
theatre movement changed new theatre away from the Broadway mold of 
trite melodramatic representation. 
Owing to his unbiased political awareness as well as his own philosophi-
cal and artistic beliefs, Gorelik's presence cannot be underestimated as in-
fluencing the quality of the Group productions usually reserved for the act-
ing, playwriting and directing. Aronson to a lesser degree may also be given 
this credit. Their settings were not without failure. What lives on is a sense of 
commitment and dedication as well as a unique blend of emotion and thought 
It is difficult to comprehend why this should be called experimental in any 
age. While their results were varied, no one can argue the clarity of their 
intent. In the words of Bobby Lewis, "What is an artist, if not a designer of 
truth?" 
The Group theatre struggled to mesh Expressionism, Naturalism and 
Social Realism in to a single art. This was their greatest challenge. The theat-
rical times were at a crossroads of emotional expression and scientific func-
tionalism. This was never more obvious than in the art of The Group The-, 
atre and in particular the work of Max Gorelik. 
The thirties, and especially Max Gorelik, showed the influence of func-
tional practices of Brecht, Piscator and The Bauhaus. The Bauhaus devel-
oped a design discipline aimed at economy and function. It served a pur-
pose. It shunned glamour, self-expression and decorative detail. Meyerhold's 
Contructivist techniques also emphasized function. Gorelik developed a theory 
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of design for the theatre, which combined these aesthetic p1inciples with 
elements of Marxism and Freudian psychology into what he called the Sce-
nic Imagination. He lectured for over 50 years on his principles of imagina-
tion, accuracy and justification. At the heart of his Scenic Imagination was a 
Scenic Metaphor developed through collaboration with the production team 
and observation of the rehearsal process. 
Aronson was trained in the stylized Meyerhold tradition. He studied under 
Alexandra Exter, a Constructivist designer at Alexander Tairov's Kamemy 
Theatre in Moscow. Aronson condemne!i realistic set design and perceived 
theatre as an artistic form in and of itself. This is the most obvious product • 
of his training at home. The Group often performed exercises based on the 
concepts of Modern Art. They would improvise characters based on the ab· 
stractions of modern cubist pain tings. Strasberg felt in many ways the Group 
upheld these innovative principles. Aronson believed the world of drama 
continually offered insights into life and to not experiment with its forms of 
presentation was to stagnate the evolution of our own beings. To Aronson, 
each new design offered a form of rebirth for the artist. It is not difficult to 
see how the political and social awareness of the Group mixed so smoothly 
with these functional mannerisms. The resulting art form was quite intelli-
gent. It had a conscious. Yet, it was art, none the less. Gorelik was awarded a 
Guggenheim Fellowship to research the influence of scientific and indus-
uial technique upon methods of scene designing and staging. 
In the late twenties Gorelik and Aronson were skeptical of American 
staging and the many domestic topics being presented. The feelings were 
mutual. Lee Simonson condemned both men's work, calling Aronson 's work 
an "exotic and transplanted thing» full of"Russian dogma." Simonson deemed 
their work totally inapplicable to the American stage. Simonson took his 
criticism of Gorelik to the pages of Theatre Crafts with such vigor, Gorelik was 
allowed room for rebuttal. Ironically, in 1927 Simonson suffered a nervous 
breakdown and was unable provide a design for John Howard Lawson's Pro-
cessional. Simonson recommended Gorelik provide the design. This turned 
out to be Gorelik's big break on Broadway. Simonson could not deny him 
his talent and enthusiasm, regardless of their differences. 
Both Gorelik and Aronson had met Group members through their in-
volvement with Maurice Schwartz's Yiddish Theatre in the late twenties. Fel-
low Eastern Europeans, the Yiddish theatre of the day may be considered 
quite avant-garde for its time. In 1926 the Yiddish Art Theatre presented The 
Tenth Commandment as its premiere production. Aronson 's scene design fea-
tured a rather disturbing proscenium. It was shaped as a human head. Lay-
ers of plafforms, ladders, fire escapes and fire poles created a sense of emo-
tion and activity within the "mind" of the stage picture. 
Gorelik referred to this style as Hassidist Grotesque. Gorelik had himself 
designed for the Yiddish Art Theatre a setting for God, Man and Devil in this 
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vein. Hassidism was a seventeenth century Jewish cultural tradition known 
for its rather Dionysian mysticism. This outlaw sect fostered a rebirth of arts 
among the Jews. Gorelik described their style as a "melancholy and quaint 
lyric fantasy." It was adopted by Eugene Vakhtangov's Habima Studio of the 
Moscow Art Theatre and the Moscow State Jewish Theatre. Strasberg felt 
the Group's activity very closely resembled the work ofVakhtangov. Vakhtangov, 
like Meyerhold, had found inspiration in African and Asian aesthetic prin-
ciples of spontaneity and instinct. Non-realistic, primitive, minimal forms 
were light in scenic detail and connotation and heavy in mysticism and sug-
gestion. This creativity and the new scientific discoveries of the laws of the 
universe made definite conclusions about nature nothing short of lies. The 
fantastic now seemed probable. The Habima staging was a macabre mixture 
of expressionism and theauicalism. It was characterized by painted cubist 
patterns and bizarre consuucted perspectives. The style remained popular 
through the twenties and thirties. It had long been ridiculed by the Soviet 
press for its ignorance to the indusuial reforms underway in Russia. It met 
equal criticism in the depression era United States. 
The Group's staging showed a concern for all of the afore mentioned 
genres. They wanted to have their cake and eat it as well, every last bit, ·lick-
ing the plate and nibbling the crumbs. They wanted the respect of the poor 
and the praise of the wealthy. Group designers were asked for historical 
accuracy as well as the artistic innovation of the "new stagecraft." The Group 
should be given credit for reaching many levels in the execution of their 
productions. History has seemingly positioned them solely with credit for 
developing their "method." But even this method as well as their staging 
had a higher goal in mind: a singular metaphor for the entire production. 
The staging was no less than integral. 
The early twentieth century brought about a revolution in drama around 
the world. While all but Andre Antoine and the Naturalists in Europe were 
questioning realism, American Realism was alive and well. America was de-
veloping a socially conscious theatre. While realistic in form, it introduced 
alternate styles of staging as well as a content concerned with the American 
situation. The resulting hybrid was an entirely unique theatre-the first that 
America could call its own. The Group theatre was this unique blend a tits best. 
The Group Theatre embraced and championed a new way of thinking. 
Theirs was an eclectic art. It was fascinating on many levels yet thoroughly 
appreciated on only a few. The Group is remembered for their acting and 
politics. Some words are hard to forget: "STRIKE, STRIKE, STRIKE!" Their 
visual art is neglected. Their metaphorical presentations and the set designs 
that framed them are little known. 
The Group Theatre was a permanent ensemble which changed only 
marginally over the decade of the thirties. History has categorized Gorelik 
as a Group associate. Howeve1; one night in 1933 on the stage of the Broadhurst 
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Theatre Max Gorelik was overwhelmingly accepted as a Group member by 
the actors. As Ruth Nelson phrased it, "He was totally our designer ... his 
sets spoke the very sense and feeling we had of our own work." The directors 
later denied a formal membership. Gorelik protested their right to refuse 
him entrance into a collective. Unfortunately, this conflict caused a three 
year void in the Gorelik/Group collaborations. Aside from these three years 
from 1934 to 1937, Gorelik designed 11 ofl6 Group productions including 
Success Stary, Men in White, Golden Boy, and Rocket To The Moon. While Gorelik 
wasn't the only designer for the Group, he was the most often used and 
seemed to phrase it best: "The Group Theatre has perfected its ensemble • 
approach and is moving onward. They are creating toward a true synthesis 
of script, directing, acting, and setting." The scene design of Gorelik and 
the others was a large part of this synthesis. He felt the Group developed an 
understanding of the need for a good set and the importance of its rel-
evance. In this regard the Group played an important role in American theatre. 
They were among the first to develop the importance of stage setting within 
an entire production. The Group's story is one of staging as well as acting. 
The Group directors encouraged their designers to attend rehearsals to 
develop a scene design as the cast was simultaneously developing their busi-
ness. The directors collaborated with the designers to develop a strategy 
common to a single goal: a social agenda with a message. The set was to be 
part of the production and act as a framework for the rest of the production 
to hang on. Most Broadway producers felt a setting with a point of view 
called attention to itself The Group felt the opposite. They felt the uninvolved 
setting called attention to itself. The Group felt a set which did not know 
what its role was every moment of a performance inevitably hindered the 
performance. 
The scenography that grew out from the Group productions is as unique 
and powerful and consistent as its other attributes. A permanent company 
like the Group is the only type which could have developed the productions 
they offered at the time. The plays of the Group were developed, not put 
together. The hiring office approach owes more to luck and instinct than 
thought and talent. With no other group in American theatre history was an 
entire team approach allowed to its members. Max Gorelik accompanied 
the Group for a summer of rehearsals to develop his design for Men In White. 
That it turned out to be their only Pulitzer Prize winner was no accident. 
While mostly known for the acting style, the scenography of Group produc-
tions was as integral and successful as the acting method. Not only did Clifford 
Odets develop his writing style from his shared experience with his compa-
triots, Gorelik also developed his talents. His concepts of Scenic Imagina-
tion and Scenic Metaphor were developed with the overall contribution of 
the Group. They rebelled against the casting office style of production, where 
a design is created for visual effect only, with its stage success merely an 
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accident of the best beL Designers, like actors, were cast by style and afrai~ 
to vary from what was trid and true. Their engagements were based on their 
stereotype. The Group felt the commercial theatre was based on hunches 
more than specifics and hindered true creativity and originality. 
A look at the Group's first production season is a fascinating and telling 
story of their existence. The Group was daring in their choice of plays. At 
the time, playwrights such as John Howard Lawson, ~ober~ ~dr~y, John 
Dos Pas.sos, Elmer Rice and Sidney Kingsley wrote plays with sooal significance. 
The Group began with Paul Green's House of Connely, Paul and Claire Sifto_n's 
1931 and Maxwell Anderson's Night Over T=. House of Connely and Night 
Over
1
Tao.s were designed by two of the most talented and "experimental" 
designers of the day, Qeon Throckmorton and Robert Edmond Jones, re-
spectively. As the technical director of the Provincetown Playhouse and the 
Playwrights Theatre, Throckmorton designed many origin~ productio?-5 of 
Eugene O'Neill's plays. Trained as an engineer, he was swift and effic1e?t. 
Both Jones and Throckmorton designed effective sets. Throckmoffun's in-
cluded large, dark features. His socially realistic interior of a Southern Man-
sion spoke to the decay of a once decadent society within t?~ play. It_als? 
featured an old family portrait and a confederate flag pos1t.1oned prom1-
nen tly on a large mantle. The script was not without its social relevance. The 
House of Connely can only survive if the son marries the daughter of a ten-
ant farmer. Her only hope for the future is in the land, but the black workers 
are unsympathetic to her dream. In the end they smother her in a sack. 
Green often wrote about strange relationships of different classes and races 
common in the south, which were typically not spoken of. The Group re-
treated over the summer of 1931 to rehearse. Green visited after several 
weeks of rehearsals and was convinced to change his sad, pessimistic end-
ing. The Group saw survival through work, not death through ignorance. 
Gorelik, intrigued by the notion of a dedicated ensemble, also visited. He 
first suggested the motto, "What shall it profit a man _if he _gain the :Whole 
world and lose his own soul." Odets would later procla1med 1t more directly 
when he insisted, "Life is not printed on dollar bills." While Throckmorton's 
design was socially realistic, it was also very express~ve, almost s.entimental. 
But while it fits quite well with the Group's developing product.Ion agenda, 
they would be more intrigued by the work of Max Gorelik. 
The Group next produced 1931, written by journalists Paul and Claire 
Sifton. The play has fourteen scenes separated by ten interludes. The inter-
ludes were to provide the point of view and solidarity of the ?1asses. Th~ 
scenes relate individual stories and difficulties within a depression-era soci-
ety. The structure was to provide a gradual transcendence for the individual 
into the group. Set around New York City, the hero of the play, Adam, is a 
modern day "everyman." After a series of hardships he los:s his ~ancee. ~he 
turns to prostitution to survive. After wandering about from JOb to JOb, earning 
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neither money nor dignity, Adam tries to pick himself up out of the gutter 
by sweeping up at a coffee shop. Here he chances to meet his love. Recon-
ciliation is impossible, as she has contracted a venereal disease. The mes-
sage of the play is that this couple's lives and happiness have been smoth-
ered by the harsh economics of the depression. 
It is in this final scene that demonstrators gather outside the coffee shop. 
Adam joins a hunger march. To the tune of the "Internationale," they walk 
into police gas and machinegun fire. The idea was to create a ground swell 
of revolution. Strasberg and Gorelik attempted to aid the Siftons in the dra-
matic progression toward revolt. 
Gorelik designed a brilliantly simple set. The various interludes played 
in front of a large warehouse facade. Within the facade were three wide, 
menacing corrugated iron doors. The doors opened to reveal the settings 
for the various scenes. A catwalk surrounded the stage space allowing the 
upper class tourists to portray physically their social and intellectual detach-
ment from the masses below. The warehouse doors rose and fell like guillo-
tines, making the entrances and exits dangerous and precise timing a neces-
sity. Delays in blocking made the actors nervous about learning Gorelik's 
ground plan. This set was similar in nature to Gorelik's sense of humor. His 
sarcasm was as merciless as his setting. The iron texture and perceived weight 
of the doors acted as a metaphor for the inhuman forces which overwhelmed 
Adam. The stark imagery of this warehouse facade aided in the credibility of 
the final scene. This is the first metaphorical set design applied to a Group 
production and one of the first on Broadway. 
Clwman described the staging as a "stern beauty; sensitive, vibrant, full 
of heartache and mute love." Gorelik represented metaphorically the better 
aspects of the play: heartache, vibrancy and sensitivity. These early Group 
plays had very long reading and analysis periods and left much stage work 
preparation to the last weeks. The production suffered. The play was typical 
of Gorelik's work to date: a well received, functional set for a script more 
political than dramatic. The play also introduced the Group to a new, radi-
cal, louder audience. Critics noted the audience's reaction as "stunned" and 
" terrified." One expressed, "It quivers with a sense of living tragedy." At-
tending Group productions has been compared to witnessing a real acci-
dent. 1931 would be a fine example. 
Some radical groups called it defeatist; more conseivative patrons couldn't 
relate to the propaganda. This was the beginning of a situation the Group-
wou}d never resolve: how to present socially meaningful plays in a Broadway 
environment. Gorelik, even then, was an outspoken proponent of the leftist 
theatre. Clurman published the following statement in the 1931 program 
entitled "What The Group Theatre Wants." 
A Theatre in our country today should aim to create an audience. When an audi-
ence feels that it is really at one with the theatre; when audience and theatre 
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people can feel that they are both the answer to one another, and that both may 
act as leaders co one another, there we have the TI1eatre in its truest fonn. To 
create such a theatre is our real purpose. 
23 
Qosing night was a rousing evening. This audience had been found. 
The Group was not, however, prepared for the~- T~e well ~nown shout 
came from the balcony, iong live the Soviet Union! to which a startled 
Franchot Tone rebutted, "Hurrah for America!" There has proba?ly never 
been such an exciting and rousing flop. Gorelik correc~y had pomted out 
the incongruity of the subject matter they wen; prese~t.mg and the Broad-
way audience they were presenting to. The radical audience could not sup-
port the Group. This was the Group's failing and most respected success. 
For a short while they introduced a type of drama to the Broadway stage 
unparalleled before or since. Their demise w~ inevita~le; a decade of suc-
cess, in hindsight, was highly improbable. Their longe":1ty, to all our benefit, 
was that they correctly recognized their soapbox was mdeed _a stage. 1931 
closed nine days after it opened. Yet, the Group's path was l.ud out before 
them. 
The Group completed their first season with Maxwe_ll Anderson's Night 
Over Taos. The play is about feudal life in the New Me:1co ar~a before the 
"gringos" settled, and the land o:wners' _fight to keep their la1:d 1~ th~ face of 
American invasion. Yet, the play IS dev01d of broad, urban social s1g~ufi~n_ce. 
What little significance it had was diffused by the excessively flond wnung 
style of Anderson. The production would not have made 1t past the. ~rst 
week had Stella Adler not condemned the Group and the author for gtvmg 
up on any material so soon. It lasted only ~nother '.""eek.Jo17es' s~le_ would 
seem a good fit with Anderson's. Jones designed a s:ngle set mtenor. a real-
istic but expressive great hall of the Montoya hacienda. H_ar_old Clurman 
thought the set rather passive in relation to the play, an opm1on no doubt 
fanned by the fire of Gorelik's guillotine doors. Perhaps the set detracted 
from the social significance of the struggle for land. Clurman suggested a 
crucifix to be placed center stage on the ~ack wall.Jor.ies ~ ~en aback b/ 
a suggestion from anyone other than the director. He d1_dn t real1~e Ourman s 
standing within the collective. He agreed to the c_ruc1fix. Iromcally, the set 
was the most highly praised aspect of the productJon. 
Anderson, like Jones, was an incurable romantic. To quote Jones_, "Ro-
mance and glamour have always seemed to ~e to be ~e very foundauon of 
the Theatre ... every heroine is the princess m the fairy tale and every hero 
is a hero of romance." Quite obviously the philosophy of Jones was at odds 
with the temperament of the Group. The ~ro_up's p~ion had too much 
anger; its fairy tale had too much class reality; its nob1hty had too much of 
the vernacular. 
Gorelik noted of Jones, "He always liked the sunny side ~f the stre~t, w~o 
could blame him." Gorelik certainly did not. In a profession of ammostty 
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these two men shared an unthreatening, respectful friendship. Early in Gorelik's 
career Jones noticed Gorelik attempting to copy his own style. He asked 
Max why he wouldn't rather do his own work, even if it were less good for a 
while. In Jones' eye the only path to creative success was through your own 
vision. Gorelik remembered Jones' words, "Have you ever looked at children's 
drawings, the drawings of insane people, folk art, Negro art? Study them, 
note their honesty; their innocence and romantic fever." Gorelik had to 
start over. Jones demanded, "Find your own voice." In many ways this was 
the way of the Group and in particular the method of Strasberg. The actors 
had to tear down themselves to build again. The process was physical, cere-
bral and emotional. This was as painful for Gorelik as it was for many Group • 
actors. And so, Gorelik began finding his way while working with the Group. 
The most commercially successful elements of the Group's first season 
were the revised drama of Paul Green and the expressive sets of Jones and 
Throckmorton. Yet, regardless of the lessons learned from their first season, 
the Group continued to mount socially conscious scripts around the sets of 
Max Gorelik. All of their productions over the next two years were in this 
vein. Success Story and Big Night in 1932-33 and Men in Whiwand Gentkwo1nan 
in 1933-34. The Group would be rewarded for their efforts with two of their 
most commercially successful productions. 
John Howard Lawson's Success Story ran for 128 performances, very for-
runate considering the last two failures and the Group's poor economic position 
at the time. Success Story was written in the Symbolist tradition. Many play-
wrights of the day where experimenting with various styles. A three act play, 
the single office scene was described by Gorelik as "one of the first modern-
istic interiors on the Broadway stage."Thus the set, inspired by a cubist painting 
by Braque, personified the society it mocked. Its Formica and glass block 
walls portrayed a "motorcar sleekness" many wealthy business executives try 
to put around themselves. 
Originally entitled Death in An Office, Success Story is a realistic script about 
a young advertising executive who has turned toward capitalism with his 
growing success. Sol Ginsberg turns to blackmail and forgets the friends he 
made along his rise. His soul is in ruin grasping for success. He states, "I 
work like a dog, my brain buzzes at night ... money is power." Stella Adler 
was credited with an amazing performance in the last scene during which 
her character, Sarah, shoots Sol rather than see him lost to the capitalist 
system. Gorelik felt the play required the actors to become both detached 
from and accentuated by the scenery. Sometimes contrasted while allowing 
them to melt into the set in another part of the same design. Gorelik de-
signed inordinately large walls. The tall walls added a surrealistic feel to an 
otherwise realistic room. So, while these walls complemented the realistic 
scenes with their detail, there size and proportions complemented the more 
emotional abstractions in the play. Gorelik criticized the inherent nature of 
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Symbolist drama. He felt plays of that type developed poetic intensity as a 
substitute for true dramatic climax. In this genre issues remain unsettled as 
the plays concluded in a burst of"rhapsodic" poetry. Gorelik felt other Group 
productions of Clifford Odets' Paradise Lost and Paul Green's Johnny Johnson 
suffered similar indecisiveness. Gorelik's design was a fine complement to 
the production and earned him more confidence from the Group members. 
The following season the Group again retreated to rehearse Sidney 
Kingsley's Men in White. A play in three acts with nine scenes, the play is set 
around a hospital. Gorelik designed as the dominating element a cenu-aJ 
corridor. Many rooms came off of it. In one scene a small light lit the floor 
nurse, while the rest of the corridor remained in darkness. Yet, the presence 
of the corridor always remained looming in the background. It allowed the 
other scenes to take place around and within it, paralleling the many stories 
that do take place around such immense institutions. This was also one of 
the first unit sets to be staged within a single, larger space designed as an 
overall metaphor for the central theme of the play. Gorelik succeeded with 
smooth and effective transitions in spite of Kingsley's lengthy set descrip-
tions. Sets rolled on and off stage, which the large wing space of the Broadhurst 
Theatre allowed. In contrast, Gorelik's sets were rather minimal but no less 
visually descriptive and appropriate. Critics awarded Gorelik for "giving the 
play a dimension which is little more than hinted at in the script." He cap-
tured the essence of a hospital to complement Strasberg's procedural "es-
sence." Strasberg would have the cast rehearse their operation wash up ev-
ery morning. They would move about the stage in silence, void of marks and 
verbal queues, moving within and around fellow actors and staging with 
almost mystical accuracy. 
The central corridor featured an antiseptic design of polished areas. The 
floor was polished black. Dark walls provided a high contrast with the doc-
tors' white garb. This helped bring out the glitter of the instruments as well. 
The emphasis was rather specific and yet no less metaphorical than other 
productions. Clurman coined it "an abstraction both functional and expres-
sionistic." Doctors in attendance testified to the realism of the production, 
stating, "That's exactly what it is like!"-interesting observations given the 
minimal staging, unrealistic color scheme and ballet like movement. It wasn't 
as it was; it was better. The doctors idealized themselves within the produc-
tion. Of course, the play was not without its social significance. Issues such as 
socialized medicine and abortion were dealt with. While the play ends in 
tragedy, again, the Group convinced the playwright to alter the ending to a 
more positive note. 
This was the Group's and Gorelik's most import.ant success for their repu-
tations, their conviction toward nonrealistic sets and for the commercial 
attention it received. It was a truly theatrical execution, a great human drama. 
The play ran for 311 performances. Men in White narrowly beat out Maxwell 
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Anderson's Mary of Scotland with its Jones designed settings for the Pulitzer 
Prize. The success of the play was no doubt due to its dramatic strength 
more so than its social significance. This play had a fine balance between 
the two, which the Group would find difficult to obtain in a script. The 
other two productions of these season, Big Night and Gentlewoman failed to 
find such a balance. 
It was around this time that Gorelik was voted into the Group by the 
actors. They truly felt he was one of them. They loved the simplicity in which 
he worked, never attempting to show off Max Gorelik. Like the actors, he 
attempted to project the meaning of the play. Ruth Nelson noted, "He made • 
it so nice for the actors to work in. He was such a beautiful designer." 
That Gorelik was never formally made a Group member left him wounded. 
He lashed out like a cornered beast at times. He accused the directors of 
favoritism in casting, exploiting the actors and attempting to make him break 
the pay scale of his own union. Of course, in hindsight, all of this was true. 
The directors had their favorites. The women of the Group in particular 
were left out of some decision making. Even the choice of plays favored the 
males' roles. Stella Adler, in particular, was frustrated by her choice of roles. 
Never was it suggested that a play be produced, because it so well suited one 
of the women in the Group. Many have since spoke out that the Group was 
chauvinistic, a man's theatre. Ruth Nelson, ironically the most often used 
actor in the Group from the first to last play, was oft.en shunned. Nelson felt 
no joy within her Group experience. In tenns of her career he deemed her 
involvement a "disaster." Still, she would not have done otherwise had she 
been given the chance. The Group was that fascinating to her. 
When Gorelik demanded to be shown the Group's financial accounting, 
Clurman swiftly denied him. Gorelik was outspoken and demanding. He 
often asked for a larger fee than the Group could afford. Although he suf-
fered a split with the Group, he never felt as though it was permanent. Three 
years later Gorelik returned from Europe from researching via his Guggenheim 
grant. Upon his return he was invited back to the Group to continue the 
relationship he valued so much. Nowhere else in America could a designer 
find such a rewarding opportunity to make a unified statement to an audi-
ence. He belonged with the Group. Clifford Odets said of other designers of 
the day, "These old boys are sorts of interior decorators, but no living hu-
man being walks through their rooms once they are finished ... grimness is 
needed, not blandness. This is true for my type of man." Gorelik and Aronson 
were Odets type of man. Awake and Sing gave the actors their greatest mo-
ments. Men in White gave the Group their only Pulitzer Prize. Golden Boy and 
&c'll4t to the Moon was their most complete package. All of these plays can be 
termed socially realistic. All but one were the plays of Odets, all but one the 
sets of Gorelik. Both were professionally born of the Group. 
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Gorelik's Scenic Imagination 
Upon entering the theatre Max Gorelik noted the unique situatio.n of 
the scenic designer. He could talk theory with the producers, the ~agic ?f 
the moment with the actors and pull nails with the carpenters. Typically, Ill 
the hierarchy of the theatre the actors made up the upper class of th~ pro-
fession. The stagehands and technicians were the lower class. & a des1gner 
Gorelik felt he belonged to neither. And yet, he felt he belonged to both. 
More importantly, he was accepted by both. He like~ that. It is no wonder 
the social awareness of the Group appealed to Gorehk. 
Max Gorelik's career covered the fields of scenography, dramatic theory, 
theatre history, playwriting and teaching. Aside from authoring New Tht:<Jtm 
Jar Old, he was published in The Am, New Theatre, New Masses,. Theatre Arts 
Monthly, Players Magazine, the N. Y. Times, Drama Survey'. Drama_ttcs, Qua~! 
Journal of Speech, the Encyc~Qpedia Bri_tannica, Encyc~ope~ia 1mencana, C~llier s 
Encyclopedia and others. His adaptat1.on of Max Fnsch s Firebug has e111oyed 
hundreds of performances. His compilation of plays entitled Toward a Larger 
Theatre was published in I 988. 
Gorelik designed sets for the outstanding playwrights of his day. He pro-
duced these sets for the most prominent production companies of the day. 
Gorelik also worked with workers theatres such as the Theatre Collective 
and the Theatre Union. Although Gorelik designed over thirty Broadway 
productions, it is perhaps that Gorelik spent so much ti:"'1e Off-B~oad~y 
with these politically oriented groups that he has not received the h1stoncal 
attention as some of his contemporaries. 
The Group was intended to be an acting company. The emphasis was on 
the actors not the stage picture behind them. A difficult task, Gorelik would 
make the Group understand the need for proper scenery and the complica-
tions it presented. His approach was quite c?nsiste~t, almost dese~ng of 
the term "method." Gorelik's most useful attnbute might have been his per-
sistence. He had confidence in his own opinions and as often as it opened 
doors for him, it sometimes shut them in his face as well. Yet, to th_ose not 
intimidated by his eagerness, he was found to be not only hardworking and 
accommodating but insecure as well. He was fanatically concerned with the 
quality and accuracy of his imagery.Jones wrote to him, «J was talking about 
you the other day and I said, 'It isn't Max's theories, it is his nature that 
shines through."' 
His though ts of becoming a book illustrator show in his use of_icon~gra-
phy. Signs and banners created a va~deville or burlesque look to his des~gns. 
This was his early trademark. Professional Broadway producers shouted, Nut 
stuff! When we start doing burlesque shows we'll let you know." 
Gorelik acted as a translator for the bellowing Bertolt Brecht as he be-
rated and harassed the directors of the Theatre Union as they attempted to 
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stage Brecht's Motherin 1935. At the time, Gorelik was as unaware of Brecht's 
theory as was the Theatre Collective's directors. Brecht ranted that they had 
fumed his script into mellow dramatic garbage, and that Gorelik's set design 
was nothing short of Bourgeois-the supreme insult! The entire produc-
tion was reworked. Gorelik would be the first to interpret Epic theatre to the 
American audience. Although Brecht's philosophies and theories intrigued 
Gorelik, even then he saw the incompatibility of it with the American audi-
ences. Brecht, without his sympathetic audience at home, tried to lecture 
his audience in an almost demeaning fashion. As Gorelik had predicted, the 
production was a very interesting but still a boring flop. They argued about • 
suspense and catharsis, discussed collaborating on play scripts as well as of-
fering to throw one another from the window. While Gorelik is historically 
accepted as the first in America to articulate and praise Brecht's theories, 
Gorelik valued his own even more. 
A man of great insight, Gorelik developed his own practical theory of 
scenography. As early as 1922 he had traveled to Europe to see its scenic 
innovations first hand. It was out of his association with the Group and in 
particular his woric on the plays of Clifford Odets from which Gorelik based 
his idea of the Scenic Imagination and the Scenic Metaphor. Thus, while 
being known historically as a scholar of the early European scene design 
and the American proponent of Epic theatre, GoTelik's most notable work 
is as distinctly American as the social drama of Clifford Odets. 
Finding those metaphors was sometimes obvious and at other times dif-
ficult. Gorelik quoted Mark Twain to emphasize the importance of the search 
for accuracy, "The difference between the right word and the word that is 
almost right is the difference between lightning and the lightning bug." 
Gorelik. felt that even if a metaphor did not seem to be working at first, it 
should be allowed to grow a bit before being tossed aside. All creative minds 
experience difficulties when attempting to develop a line for a production. 
If one allows a concept to grow from some obvious ties, more subtle rela-
tionships seem to form reinforcing the basic idea. If these moTe subtle con-
nections do not arise, the original idea seems incomplete and shallow. Of-
ten instinct guides the scientific investigation of the designer. Gorelik considered 
theatre to be as difficult and precise as engineering. Gorelik complemented 
Strasberg's detailed vision and supplemented his methodical pursuit of unity 
and accuracy in the theatre. 
Concerning accuracy, Gorelik studied Gestalt psychology and the phe-
nomenon of attention. He emphasized the study of Contact and Confluent 
attention. Contact attention takes notice. It has recognition, enthusiasm or 
possibly repulsion. Most importantly, contact attention is immediate. As Gorelik 
noticed, some times rejection is more immediate than acceptance. Simi-
larly, at times a mildly accepted thought may erupt into Contact attention at 
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a later date. Conversely, Gorelik described Confluent attention as a gulping 
of data as well as associating new ideas to things already known. 
Gorelik utilized these concepts in his attempt to reach his audience ef-
fectively. Gorelik felt that a designer's search for~ metaphor was me_rely a 
conscience act of doing what the mind of the audience would ot~erwise do 
unconsciously, anyway. He was merely anticipating the expectations. of th~ 
audience for the metaphor they would search foT regardless of the designers 
intent. From this Gorelik was convinced the best order of acceptance was a 
subtle one. For ;xample, it can be argued that Bernard Shaw's audience 
accepted his opinions through their laughter. Clurman, as well, saw the use-
fulness of laughter. He thought the truth, "bitter as ~astor oil," is hard t? 
swallow. By getting someone to laugh, you. open theu mouths. t~ pour 1t 
down. Gorelik felt Brecht's theatre too obV1ous and less entertammg, thus 
more difficult to find acceptance from an audience. Epic theatre's intent to 
make immediate contact with the audience would be rejected by all but the 
pre-informed and loyal observer. 
Gorelik saw importance in understanding attention and acceptan~e in 
an audience. Gorelik borrowed from Brecht the concept that the ordmary 
must appear new, and that everyday life sho.uld be re-examined. Hov.:ever, 
Gorelik was quick to point out that shock for 1ts own sake s~ou~d be avo1~ed. 
He felt shock was the "besetting sin" of yesterday's Express1omsm, Dadaism, 
Surrealism and Absurdism. We all must be aware of the difference between 
insight and mere stunt in what we are viewing. The way t~ avoid stun~ is to 
demand justification. This gears the play towards the audi~nce. Gorelik felt 
that while the twentieth century theatre has found beauty m structure, a set 
should not be mere evidence of a designer's skill. A designer should not 
reveal his "apparatus" merely for its own sake. Acc~rding to Gorelik, a set 
must portray its implicity in an evocative metaphoncal manner. 
Concerning the designer's efforts, Gorelik felt that if left alone, the un-
conscious mind would eventually awaken. In Gorelik's opinion, true talent 
combines the guidance of the practical conscious mind with the uninhib-
ited play of the primitive mind. The conscious m!nd drags ~?ng the b':"°k of 
old and tried techniques clouding new and umque creaavtty. ~orehk_ felt 
the first reading of a script was in itself a creative act. While first 1mpress1ons 
may not be accurate or workable, they sprin~ forwa~d withou.t the ~ac1:-Iog 
of ideas and experience, which come to m1~d dunng later mvesugau~n. 
Gorelik felt these early moments are of great importance, when one cons!d-
ers that in theatre the reliable is generally more trusted than the creauve 
original. The safe bet is for the designer to fall back on his proven technique. 
Gorelik was one of the first designers to emphasis a systematic examina-
tion of imagery in a text and attempt to associate these images into the phys~cal 
needs of the staging. Thus, he developed a role for metaphor both practical 
and idealistic, both visual and physical. This dual nature of the metaphor 
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can best be seen in his 1938 design for Robert Ardrey's Casey Jones. The 
message of the play was that men love their machines and are, therefore, 
capture~ by them. T~e staging was an active participant. Gorelik designed a 
thr~ne-hke locomotive for the hero. It was built in forced perspective bor-
rowmg Meyerhold's "angle of the oblique." Gorelik designed the other scene, 
a boarding house interior, as a visual and physical foil. Casey entered the 
room down a narrow set of stairs and literally had to duck under steam and 
water pipes along the ceiling. Theatre Arts Monthly noted Gorelik's move "fur-
~er lef~ard and propagandistic. Realism has now been lifted right out of 
itself that it may become a more potent factor in the solution of social problems." • 
Upon Gorelik's return to the Croup, he staged the Group's most suc-
cess~! produc~on, Golden Br:ry, as well as Casey Jones. They were the two pro-
ductions of their seventh season together. Gorelik was confident with the 
~roup. His r~tum was a success. Again, the Group followed up a commer-
cial success with a flop, but Casey's locomotive was Gorelik's most notable 
design. It was the hit of the reviews. 
Gorelik and the Group 
Gorelik asked questions which needed answers. How will the actors move? 
Is the stage picture more important than the actors are? Will there be subtleties 
to overpower or to accentuate? Is there a texture to the performance which 
should be attributed to the set as well? Is the playing space to be ample or 
condensed? Should actors be pronounced by their environment or blend 
into it: They are ~bvious questions, yes. However, they are all too often ignored. 
Gore~1k often s~d he learned more about scenery watching actors tha{I by 
stud~·mg color, hght and c?nstruction. The great European designers were 
cons1~ered m_asters for this type of approach to space and imagery. The 
Amenc3:1 _des1~n~rs too often were considered troublesome and meddling 
for practtcmg similar approaches. Gorelik spoke of a Broadway theatre where 
success was considered unconscious and incomprehensible. Producers shied 
":way from defining a play's "statement" and cringed when a director, de· 
signer or a~tor attempted su~h definition. This mysticism was nothing but 
poor pla:°nmg_ and a lack of time. These productions had no real unity, no 
agreed VIewpomt. They were accidental in their direction. Creative consult-
ing amongst the team was non-existent. Adding to the problem of the de-
sig?er was the fact that the set, no small expense to the producer, had to be 
fimshe~ before the _director and_ cast fully developed the action of the play. 
E~en with a standardized, conventional set, uncertainty remained until opening 
mghL In the end, the set usually didn't relate to the script or the actors. 
Sometimes a scene quite intense in rehearsals appeared Oat to its opening 
nig~t audience. 
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Even the Group could not avoid these pitfalls. An example is the one 
and only musical the Group produced,JohnnyJohnson, Kurt Weill's first in 
America. Donald Oenslager designed a typically flamboyant set, yet the Group 
actors were not prepared for the results. Their intimately rehearsed scenes 
were dwarfed by the set. Oenslager was not familiar with working with an 
ensemble such as the Group. While producers demanded more and more 
subtlety from their actors, they did not demand it of their designers. Gorelik 
felt only in a permanent company was this type of cooperation able to de-
velop effectively and consistently. It was Gorelik's experience that the per-
manent company of the Group Theau·e could eliminate these problems. At 
the Group a play was a collective artistic effort as well as a statement. All of 
the personnel were aware ofit. This was necessary to communicate it prop-
erly to the audience. This direction developed organically throughout re-
hearsals. At the Group, Gorelik was allowed in on the director's concepts 
and asked to contribute. 
For Gorelik, the ground plan was most important in a Group Theatre 
undertaking. As it was primarily an acting group, the scenic picture was not 
as important as the flow of the movement. Gorelik worked closely and in 
detail on this aspect of his Group sets. A thorough understanding of how a 
space will be used is a necessity to creating a proper aunosphere for that 
area. The best fantasy is based on reality, making our creations seem acces-
sible and believable to their audience. The only truly real property of a the-
atrical set design is the actors, and how they use the setting. Aside from the 
earthly materials all else is imaginary: the look, the metaphor and the tem-
porary creation of a moment in time. What is truly real for the actors is the 
ground plan, which allows or constricts their movements. Incorporating usage 
into a design brings it from mere two dimensional illusion into three dimen-
sional reality. The audience is stimulated as they see real potentials being 
presented. For the practical designer, the ground plan is conceived early in 
the design process. 
The audience does the designer the greatest honor when it is aware only 
of a unified production. To quote Gorelik, 
Theatre is entering on a long struggle to maintain its integrity and freedom of 
thought, to hold on to its sacred duty of clarifying life. In an effort to remain clear 
in judgement, it will reach its greatest moral sensitivity, its most scientific accu-
racy, its most stirring imagination. 
The struggle continues, the past is the future. Clunnan stated, 
The sets I had Mordecai Gorelik design had very little resemblance tO the desig-
nated locales. The reason for this is that in reading the two scripts, I did not feel 
that either of the texts was primarily concerned with the business of boxing or 
dentistry. Audiences accepted the settings-rather free abstractions-as 'charac-
teristic' of their locale. 
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Today, many would argue that metaphor is the underlying intent of the 
visual theatre. Decades of analysis have uncovered many truths and most of 
the deceptions. The artistic integrity of metaphorical work is universally ac-
cepted. Of his contemporaries, only Gorelik can be credited with develop-
ing a precise theory with regard to scenic design. His art came to him clearly, 
demanding it to be documented. 
The Group was a very knowledgeable company. This common knowl-
edge brought about clarity of vision. Those who didn't get it at first would 
soon enough have it instilled into them by the speeches, rehearsals, scripts 
and, yes, the sets of the Group Theatre. A once distant view was thrust upon. 
the table in the scripts of Odets. What was once a beautiful dream was now a 
raging reality in the shapes and contours staged by Gorelik. Yet, the theatri-
cal community was not awakened, not outraged by this dissent. It seems as 
though many have still never taken notice. The contemporary critics waited 
patiently for results. Successful or not, the productions yielded results enough. 
What was Clunnan 's unknown seriousness turned out to be visual metaphor, 
social realism and psychological truth. 
Theatre was a weapon in the 1930's; never more so in America had the-
atre been looked at as a vehicle for social change. It was a source of inspira-
tion to its audience. The Group wanted to commuQicate; they had som~ 
thing to say not just something to sell. Their approach was not purely technical 
nor was it purely theoretical. It was a little of both and a bridge in between. 
That is metaphor. It stirs the emotions and suggests the potentials of the 
future. What so many fail to realize is that the future is the past, and the past 
is our future. Things move on but are merely a different kind of the same 
thing. Things gone by have a version today. We all have our yardsticks, yet 
they simply take on new forms. They are in fact the metaphors of the larger 
picture so few seem to see through to. Differences alienate, while similari-
ties go unnoticed. The practitioners of theatre must appreciate the Group's 
efforts in this context. They might pale in comparison to today's spectacles, 
yet they once existed on the same level. Who would not be proud to be 
today's Group Theau·e. The numbers would no doubt astound us. Near the 
opening of Howe of Comully, Margaret Barker was asked how long her 
engagement with the Group would last. She replied, "If the play is a success, 
twenty years. If the play is a failure, twenty years." How many today would 
take the risk and refuse more profitable offers? 
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Sweeney sings of his upcoming revenge to Mrs. Lovett in the Washington State 
University production of Sweeney Todd, The Dl!trwn Bar~ of Flut Street. 
Northwest Theatre Review, Volume 8 (2000), 35-40 
"He Never Forgets and He Never Forgives": 
Sweeney Todd as Jacobean 
Revenge Tragedy 
LAURILYNJ. HARRIS 
Are we not revenged? 
ls there one enemy left alive? (Revenger's Tragedy, V, 3) 
To seek revenge may lead to hell, 
But eve1yone does it, and seldom as well. (Swee11ey Todd, Epilogue) 
When [ began working as Dramaturg on Washington State University's production of Sweeney Tedd, I initially concentrated on the histor-ical and cultural background of this rather unsettling nineteenth 
century urban legend, as well as on the unique theatrical and musical ele-
ments that identify the show as a product of Sondheim's singular genius. 
Nevertheless, as rehearsals progressed l began to catch glimpses of a much 
older dramatic pattern running throughout the script: the unmistakable 
archetypal design of English Revenge Tragedy. 
As a genre, English Revenge Tragedy was pioneered in the Elizabethan 
period by Thomas Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy (c. 1589), and perfected in the 
Jacobean period by distinctive dramas such as Cyril Tourneur's TheR.evenger's 
Tragedy ( c. 1607). The most blatantly obvious characteristic of the form is, of 
course, the commission of some terrible wrong, past or present, that must 
be avenged. However, numerous dramas revolve around themes of crime 
and punishment, yet cannot be classified as Revenge Tragedies. A number 
of other important ingredients must be present in order to fulfil the strict 
demands of the formula. 
First, the initial crime usually involves the abuse of power by someone so 
highly placed that the avenger is unable to accomplish his revenge through 
normal legal channels. Claudius, not Hamlet, is the ultimate authority 
in Denmark. In The Spanish Tragedy, Hieronimo, as Marshal of Spain, 
l.aurilyn J. Hanis is Professor of the School of Music and Theatre Arts, Washington State 
University. 
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has jurisdiction over every court in the land. Unfortunately, members of 
the royal family, including those who murdered his son, are beyond his reach: 
Nor ought avails it me to menace them 
Who, as a winery storm upon a plain, 
Will bear me down with their nobility. (nI, 15) 1 
Vendice in The R£llenger's Tragedy is a nobleman, but one without the riches 
or power to gain ready access to the Duke who poisoned his fiancee. In his 
society, as in Sweeney's, to be poor is to be "scorned of greatness" (Il,l). 
"You 're going to-get 'em? You? A bleeding little nobody of a runaway con-
vict?" says Mrs. Lovett in disbelief; "You'll never get His 'igh and Mighti-. 
nessl" (I). For her and for Sweeney,Judge Turpin is the legal system. The 
avenger, therefore, cannot merely await a suitable opportunity for vengeance, 
but must actively create one. 
The environment in which the avenger is forced to operate is not only 
frustrating, but tainted as well. The depravity which defines the world of the 
privileged antagonist spreads like a contagious disease, infecting almost ev-
eryone who comes in contact with it, "turning beauty into filth and greed" 
(Sweeney Todd, I). Hamlet sees the world in general and the Danish court in 
particular as: 
... an unweeded garden 
That grow! to seed. Things rank and gross in nature 
Possess it merely. ([, 2). 
Sweeney's London is a moral sewer, where the rich and fashionable view 
rape as a spectator sport. Lorenzo, the royal villain-in<hief of The Spanish 
Tragedy, casually murders the servants he earlier corrupted, regarding them 
as less than human ( die they shall, slaves are ordain' d to no other end III, 
2). The ducal palace in The Revengei·'s Tragedy is a hotbed of licentiousness 
and sycophancy, in which "all thrives but chastity· (II, 1), and "faiths are 
bought and sold" on a daily basis (III, 2). In such surroundings, survival 
often depends on a combination of ruthlessness, lightning reflexes (mental 
as well as physical), and proficiency in both dissimulation and manipula-
tion. Those without these basic skills, those who are innocent, or tender-
hearted, or in any way vulnerable, have no chance. Like Sweeney's Lucy, 
Vendice's Gloriana and Hamlet's Ophelia, they are crushed and tossed aside: 
So soft 
So young 
So lost ( Sweeney Todd, [) 
"To be honest," says the cynical Vendice, "is not to be i' the world" (I, l). 
The rules of that world are simple: kill or be killed; eat or be eaten: 
'Author's Note: All quotations from Hamkt, TheRevimp-'s Tro_gMyand The Spanish Tragedy 
will be cited by act and scene number in !his text. Quotations from Swunt'j Todd will be 
cited by act number alone. 
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For what's the sound of the world out there? 
Those crunching noises pervading the air? 
lt's man devouring man, my dear. (Sweeney Todd,[) 
Those unable to cope die or go mad. 
37 
Madness, real or feigned, is in fact a recurrent theme in Revenge Trag-
edy. Sweeney arrives in London with his sanity in shreds after fifteen years of 
hell at Botany Bay. Mrs. Lovett's personality quirks go far beyond the level of 
mere eccentricity. After nine years of brooding over the skull of his "poi-
soned love," Vendice's mental balance might well be called into question. 
Constantly out maneuvered, sheer frusu-ation gradually drives Hieronimo 
into full-blown madness during the course of The spanish Tragedy. Hamlet 
begins by putting "an antic disposition on" in Act I, but role-playing c~n 
ripen into reality in a Revenge Tragedy, .and he may be m~re than "mad m 
craft" by the time he confronts Gertrude m Act III. Meanwhile, the deranged 
images of Lucy, Tobias and Ophelia flit in and out ~f shado~s, adding yet 
more instability to the revenger's warped and precanous environment. 
But the poisonous atmosphere of the revenger's world usually affects 
more than his sanity. The ghost of Hamlet's father urges his son to avenge 
his "murder most foul," but also warns him: 
But whomsoever thou pursues this act, 
Taintnot thy mind. (I, 5) 
This proves impossible, not only for Hamlet, but for a~most every protago-
nist of almost every Revenge Tragedy. As each avenger is drawn farther and 
farther into the twisted sphere of his antagonist(s), he too becomes cor-
rupted. During the progression of the action, he becomes more and more 
enmeshed in a web of deceit and treachery until he is as bad-or even worse-
than those he pursues in the name of justice. He becomes obsessed with his 
own increasingly sadistic cleverness. Violence proves seductive; disguise p~oves 
stimulating. The viciousness of his foe is met more and more often with a 
viciousness of his own. He who originally set out to eradicate the evils of the 
world winds up adding to them. 
This metamorphosis is often marked by a subtle shift of emphasis from 
goal to process on the avenger's part. As Mrs. Lovett points out: 
Don't you know, 
Silly man, 
Half the fun is to 
Plan the plan? ([) 
Time proves her right, and not just in Sweeney's case. Hieronimo concocts 
his final, murderous masque with demented zeal, adding on so many extra-
neous details and unnecessary complications that his prospective victims 
are initially slightly wary. Hamlet busies himself with an elaborately contrived 
(and ultimately needless) trap, using the players to expose Claudius' guilt-
the direct result of which is to harden the King's resolve to be rid of his 
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troublesome stepson. Having devised an appropriately gruesome end for 
the "hot and vicious" old Duke who murdered Gloriana, Vendice is enraged 
when the second part of his cunning plan (the murder of the Duke's disso-
lute son) is inadvertently foiled: 
Here was the sweetest occasion, the fittest hour, 
to have made my revenge familiar with him; show 
him the body of the duke his father, and how 
quaintly he died ... and in catastrophe slay 
him over his father's breast. 0, I'm mad to 
lose such a sweet opportunity. (V, I) 
His exasperation seems to spring not so much from the temporary escape of· 
his second victim as from the fact that the exquisite symmetry of his plot has 
been spoiled. Hamlet throws away his best opportunity to kill Claudius with-
out an immediate uproar, because the situation does not meet his aesthetic 
and metaphysical requirements: 
Now might l do it pat, now 'a is a-praying, 
And now rn do'c-and so 'a goes to heaven, 
And so am I revenged. That would be scanned. 
A villain kills my father, and for that, 
I, his sole son, do this same villain send 
To heaven. 
Why, this is hire and salary, not revenge. 
No. 
Up, sword, and know thou a more horrid hem. 
When he is drunk asleep, or in his rage, 
Or in th' incestuous pleasure of his bed, 
At game a-swearing, or about some act 
That has no relish of salvation in 't. (111, 4) 
On the other hand, he is delighted with his inventive tit-for-tat substitution 
of his own "grand commission" for that of Claudius. The fact that his two 
boyhood friends, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, "go to 't" simply adds to 
the ]oke" and bothers him not at all: 
'Tis dangerous when the baser nature comes Between the pass and fell 
incensed points Of mighty opposites. (V, 2). 
~is tone in, contemplating their imminent demise matches that of Tlut span-
i.sh Tragedy s Lorenzo, a master at the witty but permanent removal of unreli-
able associates. Sweeney's dream of recovering Johanna dims as he finds 
more and more satisfaction in his "work": practicing on "less honorable throats," 
while he schemes to lure Judge Turpin to his shop (and his razor) once again: 
Goodbye,Johanna. 
You're gone and yet you're mine. 
I'm fine,Johanna, 
I'm fine. 
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And though I'll think of you, I guess, 
Until the day I die, 
I think I miss you less and less 
As every day goes by. (II) 
39 
The protagonist's fixation on his game plan and his consequent indiffer-
ence to the worth of human life result in another distinctive feature of Re-
venge Tragedy: the sharp escalation of violence, which eventually escapes 
even the revenger's control. Each avenger begins his work with a specific, 
limited target in mind: Sweeney's initial objective is to 1id the world of Judge 
Turpin and Beadle Bamford. Hamlet wants Claudius' head; Vendice wants 
the Duke's. Hieronimo wishes only to dispatch (legally if possible) the un-
known murderers of his son. But the body count grows as the plot unfolds. 
Haml.et ends with a pile of corpses-some intended, others inadvertently 
eliminated through "purposes mistook." Vendice's final tally includes the 
Duke, his legitimate son, Lussurioso, his bastard son, Spurio, his three step-
sons and assorted bewildered courtiers who found themselves sitting in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. Hieronimo's revenge unleashes a tide of 
bloodshed that sweeps away nobles and commoners alike. As for Sweeney, 
the world has become his abattoir: 
Not one man, no, 
Nor ten men, 
Nor a hundred 
Can assuage me. (I) 
Eventually, the relentless logic of the Revenge Tragedy dictates that the 
final victim must inevitably be the revenger himself. His association with evil 
has left him both morally compromised and hopelessly estranged from the 
rest of humanity. He who has served as judge, jury and executioner is now 
forced to pass judgment on himself. Hamlet, the most introspective of the 
protagonists considered here, looks at the bloody remains of his broken 
world and craves only the "felicity" of his rapidly approaching death. Hieronimo, 
his mind completely shattered, commits suicide in a final paranoid frenzy, 
leaving as his legacy a dazed group of his victims' grieving relatives, who are 
as innocent of wrongdoing as he himself was when his own son was mur-
dered. Vendice and his brother, Hippolito, have become so ethically obtuse 
that they expect applause when they finally brag openly about their witty 
and "well-managed" murder of the recently deceased Duke. They are stunned 
when the new Duke, a morally upright nobleman with a strong sense of self-
preservation, condemns them to "speedy execution." Realizing that they have 
outlived their purpose, they pragmatically conclude that '"Tis time to die, 
when we're ourselves our foes" (V, 3). 
In Sweeney Todd, the standard fate of revenger-protagonists seems to be 
neatly summed up at the end of Act I: 
No, we all deserve to die! 
Tell you why, Mrs. Lovett, 
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Tell you why: 
Because the lives of the wicked should be-
Made brief. 
For the rest of us, death 
Will be a relief-
We all deserve to die! 
However, fate has reserved one final, ironic twist for the Demon Barber of 
Fleet Street at the end of Act II. After Sweeney's devious and demented 
planning apparently culminates in an orgy of blood-drenched success, he 
finds himself staring at the essence of his own damnation summarized in a 
single word: "naive." Despite his hard-won knowledge of the innate treach-· I 
ery of his fellow man, he has once again been gullible; has once again trusted 
the wrong person; and has once again lost the only human being he has 
ever really loved-this time dispatched by his own hand. Then the razor he 
thought could safely "rest now forever" is picked up by another avenger, and 
Sweeney is dispatched in tum. The dark and hungry god he has served so 
faithfully has claimed him at last, as it has so many other inhabitants of the 
perverted world of the Revenge Tragedy. 
There's none of these wiles that ever 
come t0 good: I see now, there's nothing 
sure in mortality, but mortality. (The &venger's Tragedy, HI, 5) 
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